The sequences technique is based on a linear regression of SBP and RR values in baroreflex sequences (BSs) 
Introduction
The sequences technique is the most used time domain method for arterial baroreflex sensitivity (BRS) assessment. It is based on a linear regression over the systolic blood pressure (SBP) and RR interval values, identified in each baroreflex sequence (BS) [1] . An overall BRS estimate is usually obtained from the mean of the slopes estimated at each BS (local approach). Previous work described alternative global estimators, with BRS being estimated as the slope of all SBP and RR values in the set of all BSs [2, 3] . The results showed that the local and global estimated values are highly correlated and that global estimates present less bias, less variance and superior ability to distinguish lying from standing positions.
In normal conditions more than 50% of the BSs have only 3 beats length and the slope estimated at each BS is potentially inaccurate. Also, the overall number of beats in BSs is around 25% of the total and a large part of data is discarded from BRS analysis. In cases of ANS dysfunction, the lack of data can be even more problematic, because the number of BSs is further reduced or completely unavailable. If unavailable, BRS can not be quantified. If in a reduced number, the slope estimation will be based on few data and will present increased variance. Therefore, the validity of the BRS values estimated with short and few segments of SBP/RR data needs to be addressed.
In this work, BRS estimation from systolic ramps (SRs) [3] and from baroreflex events (BEs) are discussed as alternatives to the traditional BRS estimation from BSs. Figure 1 shows SBP/RR segments in identified BSs, SRs and BEs. It can be seen that SRs are longer segments than BSs and that the beats identified in BSs are also identified in SRs, but not vice versa [3] . Also, BEs are much longer segments than SRs and BSs. Therefore, BRS analysis combined with BEs can benefit from the higher number of beats for slope estimation. 
2.

Methods
Time domain methods for BRS assessment are based on the identification of baroreflex related segments (sec 2.1) and on the BRS estimation as the linear slope between the corresponding SBP and RR values (sec 2.2).
The BRS analysis is performed over SBP and RR series of 512 beats length with 1 beat lag, i.e., each SBP value is paired with the subsequent RR interval [1] .
Identification of baroreflex segments
The BRS analysis is performed over the SBP and RR series, respectively denoted as x SBP and x RR . The values of the lower thresholds required for the identification of valid BSs, SRs and BEs are summarized in Table 1 .
Each valid BS k , k=1, 2, ..., K requires a minimum length in beats (N k ≥ N min ), minimum x SBP and x RR beatto-beat changes in the same direction (∆ The criterion for SBP-RR segmentation proposed in this work, consists in the identification of segments that exhibit high correlation between the corresponding x SBP and x RR values. For each k th valid baroreflex event BE k only the thresholds N min and r min are enforced. Since no minimum values for ∆ SBP k and ∆ RR k are required, x SBP and x RR might not be consecutively increasing or decreasing as in BSs, as long as the correlation between x SBP and x RR values is positive and higher than the minimum threshold r min . Under the best of conditions, if the x SBP -x RR correlation found in one recording is higher than r min , all beats are considered for BRS analysis with BEs. 
where the parameter B G,O is estimated by ordinary least squares (OLS) minimization and ǫ is a vector of residuals. The total approach based on B G,T estimator constitutes a more robust global approach, that combines an outlier rejection rule with slope estimation by total least squares (TLS) minimization [3] . In linear regression the OLS method attributes all errors to the d RR variable in equation (1), whereas the TLS method minimizes the sum of the squared orthogonal errors, accounting for errors in both the d SBP and d RR variables. Before TLS slope estimation, outlier segments are removed from BRS analysis, as follows. The influence of the k th segment is evaluated by the ratio f k =(TLS slope when the k th segment is ommited from the analysis)/(TLS slope when all data is used). Baroreflex segments are considered as outliers if their influence differ from the median of influences more than two median absolute deviations (MAD) divided by 0.6745 [3] . As illustrated in Figure 2 , the rejection criterion allows the identification of BSs, SRs and BEs with unusual high influence on the slope estimation. Also, the narrower 95% robust acceptance band for BEs indicates greater homogeneity between the BEs influences. Figure 3 summarizes the BRS estimation results using local/global/total approaches combined with BS/SR/BE. Figures 3(a) evidence that N is higher in BEs. Also, the corresponding d SBP and d RR values exhibit more variability than in BSs and their linear relation is more evident than in SRs. Figures 3(b) illustrate the data after outlier removal. The extreme points of the outlier segments are out of the mass center of the data and theB G,T slope is more in accordance with the global relationship of the data. 
Results
The application of the methods is illustrated with the EuroBaVar dataset [4] For L and S discrimination, it is expected that the L to S ratio of theB values to be above 1 (R LS >1) [4] . As illustrated in Figure 4 
4.
Conclusions
In this work the use of the baroreflex sequences (BSs) and baroreflex events (BEs) for time domain BRS analysis is discussed. With the use of BEs instead of BSs, there are more beats for slope estimation, because BEs are longer segments and/or in higher numbers (in median, around 50% of all beats are in BEs against 25% in BSs). The correlation between the corresponding SBP and RR values in BEs is lower than in BSs, but still close to 0.75. In cases of BSs absence (usually associated with BRS failure), low BRS values are estimated from BEs. The global/total estimates with the use of BEs are able to discriminate L from S positions, even in the cases where no BSs are identified. Superior results are obtained with the total approach, considering the median values. Therefore, in more diversified situations corresponding to clinical practice, it is expected that the robust properties underlying the total approach can be fully enhanced.
In short, the global/total approaches combined with BEs improve time domain BRS assessment, leading to a higher number of beats for slope estimation, a superior ability to discriminate lying from standing positions and the capability of providing an adequate BRS estimate, even in subjects where BSs are not identified. 
